Pedorthic Solutions during Pregnancy…continued from page 50
The Education Component

mention the size,” most are on board with her recommendations.
“If your feet are not supported, [it is similar to] a faulty foundation that affects the rest of the house,” Dixon says. “Orthotics and
the appropriate shoe can help.” O&P EDGE
Laura Fonda Hochnadel can be reached at laura@opedge.com

Circle # 8 on Readers’ Service Card

The professionals we interviewed agree that education is paramount when discussing the reasons for purchasing shoes in a
larger size or width. They explain that secondary problems—such
as blisters, calluses, hammertoes, ingrown toenails, metalarsalgia,
and heel spurs—might arise when women wear shoes that are
too small or too tight or from not using foot orthotics as part
of their pre-natal care. Having a pregnant woman try on a pair
of more comfortable and appropriately fitted shoes is often the
tipping point. Generally speaking, it is not difficult to convince
a pregnant woman to toss vanity issues aside and begin wearing
bigger shoes, our experts say.
“We work with people by speaking to them,” Goodhart
says. “I want them to conceptualize and understand the zerocompression shoe fit and orthotic principles I am trying to teach
them before I actually fit them with proper footwear and orthotics. I am going to leave them with more space and more support
in their shoes than they’ve ever had before, and I need them to get
their minds around that concept.”
It is a matter of balance between fit, function, and style, Dixon
says, adding that comfort and orthopedic shoe manufacturers
are becoming more style conscious. “In all honesty, by showing [women]…the structure of the shoe—here is what it does,
how it feels—and take the look out of the equation and do not
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